
 

 

Ostend Flyout – 20th of October 18 By  Chickenhawk 

 

                                      The aircraft and crews: 

C152     G-EGSL  (Carl Shilcock & Brian Turpin) 

C152    G-BCUJ   (Pete Watkinson & Ben Atlee) 

PA28R  G-BNSG  (Ray Brierly & Richard Gardiner & Aaron Sheppard) 

PA28R  G-NELI    (Dave Gauntlet, Brandon Holmes & his Dad) 

C172    G-BGND (Steve DeHavilland, Brad Gunn, Julie Westhorp,  Mercedes Arijon-Barazal) 

C172    G-SMRS  (Mike Sarling  Shane Hopping) Based at North Weald 

 

At one point, there were 14 aircraft and crews down to come along but 

through one thing or another not everyone could make it…Perhaps next 

time. 

 

C150 G-BCUJ seen on the 

GA apron at Ostend, with 

doors open. Peter 

Watkinson & Ben Atlee 

flew the Cessna and 

stayed close by, 

deciding to eat at the 

airport.  They were 

joined by Carl and Brian. 

Peter Watkinson – Ready for Action 
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In this photograph the doors are seen to 

be clearly open and Peter Watkinson’s 

legs dangling from the pilot’s seat.  In 

these times of austerity, is this evidence of 

NATO’s latest Quick Reaction Alert (QRA) 

aircraft and crew? 
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08:00 the wind is barely moving, 

there is a thin ground mist and the 

grass is heavy with morning dew. 

Carl Shilcock is seen preparing G-

EGSL for the fly-out.  With Beacon on, 

a few cranks of the engine and the 

silence broken.  Moments later the 

Cessna taxies to the pumps for fuel. 

Steve DeHavilland and Bradley Gunn 

are there too getting ready.  Steve 

being a clever bunny, fueled the 

C172 the afternoon before.  By 08:15 

the airfield is busy as more pilots 

have arrived to prep the planes and 

do the last minute checks on the 

flight planning.  

Peter from the bar had laid on bacon 

rolls which were eagerly received 

(Thanks Peter).  There was a real 

buzz to place. 

Everyone was keen to get going. 

 

 Well, after months of planning, the day finally arrived   for 
the second Andrewsfield fly-out of 2018. 

Mercedes Arijon-Barazal 
following the course home 
by the G-BGND crew on the  
Belgian/French chart. 
 
In-flight catering provided 
by Brad Gunn, in the shape 
of a bar of chocolate… 

 

Steve DeHavilland gave a quick briefing to the pilots, letting 

them know that Southend ATC had been made aware of the fly-

out and the routing through the Southend zone.  Also that details 

of the fly-out had been provided to the Ostend Airfield 

Operations team.  Steve, assisted by Carl pulled a joke on 

everyone by saying that after brexit all UK aircraft would be 

required under the EASA/CAA rules to display a GB sticker!!  

Left - The main route: Southend – Calais -  Ostend 
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Steve produced his magnetic GB sticker and Carl let 

everyone know that his sticker had not yet arrived. 

For a few seconds, everyone was taken in by the 

joke…Oh, the look on their faces. 

Time to go and the ritual of donning the life vests 

begins. Mike Rowland found special life vests for two 

special people – Julie and Brian.  Thanks go to Mike 

and Bob Hall for organising the life vests for the trip. 

G-NELI was first to depart Andrewsfield at around 09:30, then 

after a short gap G-BGND, the Club Arrow and the Cessna 

C150/152s from 10:30 onwards.  The Cessna 172 from North 

Weald setting off at 10:00. 

The wind 250/10 kts was smooth. Most pilots opted for the 

crossing to Calais then along the coast to Ostend, avoiding 

the nuclear power station (Graveline) just north east of 

Calais.  Ray, Richard & Aaron flew direct across the sea and 

made good time getting to Ostend in the Arrow.  They 

obviously ignored the often said comment:  Always Runs 

Rough Over Water! 

Julie, Mercedes, Brad & Steve having lunch at a restaurant in 

Ostend’s town square – Dover Sole & chips Everyone ate the 

same meal…I am sure there is a flight crew convention about 

not eating the same meal...but. 

 


